A central question of modern neuroscience is how individual neuron types contribute to signal processing within neuronal networks. Connections among and between excitatory pyramidal cells and inhibitory neurons provide the scaffold upon which, for example, sensory inputs are transformed into neuronal representations. The interaction between excitation and inhibition thus orchestrates the flow of information through neuronal networks [1] . How neuronal circuits are capable of innumerable different computations with just two opposing forces, excitation and inhibition, is accounted for by the many different cell types among both pyramidal cells and inhibitory neurons, and their specific ways of connecting to each other. It is therefore of paramount importance to study the activity, recruitment and interactions of individual cell types in order to understand the logic behind neuronal network computations. In recent work, Pi et al. [2] and Lee et al. [3] explored the recruitment and circuit interactions of one particular inhibitory neuron type, vasoactive intestinal peptide-expressing (Vip) cells, in mouse cortex. Their new results demonstrate that Vip cells are engaged in a disinhibitory circuitry which affects the excitability of pyramidal cells during whisking as well as the discrimination of auditory cues.
Identifying and Studying Individual Cell Types It was noted more than 100 years ago that neurons in the nervous system come in many different morphological shapes. These shapes do not develop arbitrarily; rather, cells with a distinct morphology may represent functionally different elements within a circuitry [4] . Extending these early findings, researchers have since uncovered strong correlations between the individual morphology of neurons and the expression of specific genes [5, 6] . Thus, individual cell types develop based on genetically determined programs that define their characteristics as specific elements within neuronal circuits.
Lately, several initiatives have started using mouse genetics to express Cre-recombinase in individual cell types [7, 8] , allowing for the targeted expression within the respective cells of proteins such as light-activated channelrhodopsin or halorhodopsin [9] that can be used to manipulate the cells' activity. These initiatives are now bearing fruit in studies aimed at understanding and dissecting the details of how distinct cell types are embedded within neuronal circuits and how they contribute to neuronal computations [10] [11] [12] [13] . In their recent work, Pi et al. [2] and Lee et al. [3] took advantage of a recently generated Vip Crerecombinase driver mouse line [7] to target Vip cells in mouse cortex -a specific cell type that constitutes 10-15% of the cortical inhibitory neuron population [14, 15] .
Recruitment and Circuit Interaction of Vip Cells
One of the main questions when studying individual neurons concerns the conditions under which the neuron is activated and how it is recruited. Lee et al. [3] studied a major long-range excitatory projection from the motor cortex vM1 to the whisker receptive somatosensory cortex vS1. By photo-activating channelrhodopsin expressed in axons arriving from vM1 and recording the postsynaptic depolarization in various inhibitory neurons along with pyramidal cells in slices of vS1, they found that Vip neurons received the strongest excitation, which often triggered action potentials in individual cells. Parvalbumin (Pvalb)-expressing inhibitory neurons and pyramidal cells received smaller depolarization, while somatostatin (Sst)-expressing inhibitory neurons were minimally excited.
These results suggest that, although Pvalb and Sst cells represent the majority of inhibitory neurons in cortex [15] , it is not these usual suspects but rather Vip cells that are recruited by activating long-range associational projection neurons. If Vip inhibitory neurons are the target cells of long-range projections, which cells do they inhibit? Previous work has shown that Vip neurons specialize in inhibiting Sst inhibitory neurons [15, 16] . In line with these findings, Lee et al. [3] showed that, indeed, only Sst inhibitory neurons received strong inhibition from photo-activated Vip cells expressing channelrhodopsin in mouse vS1, similar to what Pi et al. [2] observed in mouse auditory and prefrontal cortex.
Lee et al. [3] went on to show in slices that activating long-range projections from vM1 often hyperpolarized Sst cells in vS1, and this hyperpolarization was diminished by photo-suppressing spiking of Vip cells through halorhodopsin. The authors then transferred their slice results to the in vivo condition. They recorded the activity of Vip and Sst cells in vS1 during periods of mouse whisking and non-whisking. Vip cells were activated when the mouse was whisking while they were inactive during non-whisking periods. Sst cells showed opposite firing patterns, being active during non-whisking while silent during whisking behavior, verifying previous findings [17] . These results are consistent with the circuit architecture in which Vip cells inhibit Sst cells, and vice versa [15] .
Finally, Lee et al. [3] tested the significance of the long-range projection from vM1 to vS1 for recruiting Vip cells and inhibiting Sst cells in vivo. The authors observed that, when vM1 was inactivated during whisking, the Vip cells were not recruited and the Sst cells were not silenced. These findings demonstrate that Vip cells in vS1 are recruited during periods of whisking by long-range excitatory projections from vM1.
A Disinhibitory Circuit Motif for Integration and Plasticity?
The circuit motif dissected by Lee et al. [3] is reminiscent of a feedforward disinhibitory circuit, which is fundamentally different from classic feedforward and feedback inhibitory motifs ( Figure 1A-C) . Feedforward and feedback inhibition onto pyramidal cells require a direct excitation of an inhibitory neuron which in turn inhibits the pyramidal neuron. Activation of Vip inhibitory neurons that make synaptic connections with Sst inhibitory neurons will reduce the inhibitory impact of Sst cells onto their target neurons, and consequently form a disinhibitory circuit onto the target cells. The immediate impact of this motif requires that Sst cells are active and receive continuous excitation at the time when Vip cells are recruited. It also requires that the target neurons receive continuous excitation which is balanced by inhibition from Sst cells. The disinhibitory motif may then serve as a switch to release the inhibitory break from the target neurons and shift the excitation-inhibition balance towards less inhibition.
Two major questions remain: who is disinhibited by Vip recruitment, and what is the net effect of this disinhibition of the target neurons? Pi et al. [2] approached these questions by first activating Vip neurons through channelrhodopsin-mediated photo-stimulation in vivo while recording the activity of nearby neurons in auditory cortex. They found that the spiking of some neurons was immediately suppressed, while other neurons showed a delayed increase in spiking activity. Building upon that finding, the authors performed a similar experiment presenting the animal with different tone frequencies while recording the spiking activity of neurons with and without photoactivation of Vip neurons. They identified a population of toneresponsive neurons which immediately reduced their spiking activity upon Vip cell activation, while other tone responsive neurons increased their spiking with a delay. The results are consistent with a disinhibitory circuit in which Vip cell activation suppresses the activity of Sst cells, leading to a delayed activation of pyramidal neurons.
These experiments did not, however, reveal the identity of the suppressed and delayed activated neurons. To overcome this problem, Pi et al. [2] photo-activated Vip cells in deeply anaesthetized mice and identified the activated group of neurons by staining for the activity-induced protein cFos. Cells positive for cFos were also positive for the pyramidal cell marker CaMKIIalpha. Together, these findings suggest that Vip-mediated disinhibition increases the activity of pyramidal neurons in auditory cortex. Pyramidal cells are indeed a likely target for the disinhibition mediated by Vip cells, because they receive strong inhibition at their distal dendrites from Sst cells. But does natural recruitment of Vip inhibitory neurons automatically lead to increased firing of pyramidal cells by disinhibition of their dendrites? Another target of Sst cells are Pvalb inhibitory neurons [15] , which strongly inhibit the soma of pyramidal neurons. Disinhibition of Pvalb neurons and hence increased somatic inhibition of pyramidal cells could compensate the disinhibitory effect at the distal dendrites at least in part. Consistent with this circuit design, Pvalb cells increase their spiking activity during whisking when Sst cells are silenced by Vip cell activation [17] .
In a final experiment, Pi et al.
[2] measured the activity of cells in auditory cortex while the mice performed an auditory discrimination task. The mice had to discriminate two different tones, one tone associated with a water reward and the other with a punishment. Tone presentation increased the spiking of neurons in auditory cortex transiently, while the subsequent reinforcement signal (reward or punishment) strongly activated Vip inhibitory cells. The strong recruitment of Vip-mediated disinhibition did not correlate well with an increased spiking of other nearby neurons, which might have been because the disinhibitory effect on spiking activity was relatively small or only very few neurons showed strong increases of spiking during reinforcement. However, the location of the disinhibition at the distal dendrites of pyramidal cells, the site of associational excitatory inputs, suggests a different scenario. During sensory evoked activation of pyramidal neurons, long-range/associational recruitment of Vip cells will lead to disinhibition of the distal dendrites of pyramidal cells, opening a window for increased integration or plasticity at the local excitatory synapses. Consistently, previous experiments have found that silencing of Sst cells increases local calcium transients in distal dendrites of pyramidal neurons [17] . Thus, long-range/associational recruitment of the Vip/Sst disinhibition of pyramidal cell apical dendrites (Figure 2 ) might be important for integrating sensory information of whiskers with related motor information in the primary somatosensory cortex, as well as establishing the association of a specific tone with a positive or negative experience in primary auditory cortex.
Exciting (disinhibiting) future for cell-type-specific circuit neuroscience Future experiments will need to address these open questions by silencing Vip cells during the relevant behaviors, such as whisking or reinforcement, and recording the activity of pyramidal cells. It would also be highly interesting to see whether inhibiting the disinhibitory Vip/Sst circuitry interferes with learning or the execution of a learned behavior or with other network computations. Moreover, Sst cells inhibit all other inhibitory neurons except themselves [15] . How does disinhibition of the other inhibitory cells affect their spiking or plasticity and how does this influence pyramidal cells? It will be fascinating to see how the use of ever more specific transgenic mouse lines, targeting particular cell types, will elucidate the design and function of neuronal circuits which underlie the most basic and most complex network computations governed by genetic programs. The distribution and number of reciprocal DNA exchange events (crossovers) along meiotic chromosomes is tightly controlled. A recent report shows that unperturbed meiotic chromosome structure is important for this control, and that crossovers in turn modify chromosome structure locally.
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Gametes (sperm or eggs) are the end product of meiosis. One of the hallmarks of meiosis is the formation of crossovers. These structures are sites of reciprocal DNA exchange between chromosomes. Crossovers are required to hold homologous chromosomes together until the first meiotic cell division and without them chromosome segregation into 
